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ABSTRACT
The years 1978 and 1979 were critical in shaping mainland China's foreign
policy towards Cambodia during the 1980s up until the international peace treaty
of 1991. For China, this involved utilizing Cambodian forces to halt the spread of
Vietnamese hegemony in Southeast Asia while countering an increased Soviet
presence on its southern periphery. Unfortunately, China's policy of supporting
both Prince Sihanouk politically and the Khmer Rouge militarily was instrumental
in reestablishing the Khmer Rouge as the most powerful faction in Cambodia's
uncertain future. Therefore, the Khmer Rouge became something of a Chinese
enigma, nurtured by Beijing to fight the Vietnamese but completely free from
PRC control or responsibility.
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Introduction
The goal of this paper is to examine the evolution of Chinese involvement in
Cambodia' from 1978/1979 - 1991 and its consequences. However, it is important to
realize that this period docs not constitute the PRC's first involvement in Cambodia.
During the mid-1950's China began patron-client relationship with the newly elected
Prince Norodom Sihanouk. This policy was considered beneficial for both sides of
the dyad to counter-balance the Cold War presence of SEATO (South East Asian
Treaty Organization) in Southeast Asia.

The PRCs official relationship with

Cambodia ended after the overthrow of Sihanouk in 1969 and the installation of the
Lon Nol regime.
With the fall of Phnom Penh to victorious Khmer Rouge (KR) forces in April
of 1975, China once again pursued friendly relations with a more ideologically
compatible Cambodia. This friendship was not only based on KR admiration of
Mao's theory of class struggle and uninterrupted revolution, but more importantly on
what Nayan Chanda in his book Brother Enemy describes as a mutual "identity of
national interests." Both countries shared a fear and loathing of the Soviet Union
coupled with an intense desire to oppose Vietnamese domination of the indochinese
peninsula. Therefore, Cambodia once again sought Chinese regional influence as a
check against historical Vietnamese expansionism while China adopted its traditional
strategy of preventing the emergence of a strong power along its southern periphery.
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For mainland China the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia in late 1978 opened
a new ehaptcr in Sino-Cambodian relations. The immediate military threat to the
Khmers was complicated by Soviet support of Vietnam, Thus turning a regional
rontlict into a potent'al'y international affair. In the PRC's view, Vietnam's historical
goal of swallowing first Laos and finally Cambodia would establish an unacceptable
"Indochinese Federation," led by Hanoi yet supported by Moscow, as the first step
in implementing both Soviet encirclement of China and Russo-Vietnamese hegemony
in Southeast Asia.
Therefore, beginning in 1978 Beijing adopted a policy of assisting Cambodia,
first to block the threat of Vietnamese expansion and after the 1978 invasion, to force
Vietnam out of Cambodia. These years were instrumental in formulating the base
for the PRC's foreign policy towards Cambodia during the 1980s. Finally, by
September 1989, large numbers of Vietnamese troops left Cambodia, eventually
allowing China to fully support a United Nations (U.N.) sponsored peace agreement
in Cambodia.
However, China's policy of simultaneously supporting both Prince Sihanouk
and the KR generated severe consequences for the people of Cambodia. Due to a
decade of Beijing's military backing, the Khmer Rouge becamc the strongest members
of Cambodia's four-faction coalition government and threaten to disrupt both the
U.N. ceasefirc and the refugee-repatriation from Thailand. Finally, by the time of
the Cambodian Peace Treaty signing in October of 1991, the PRC had directly or
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indirectly accomplished its main policy objectives in Southeast Asia. However, in
Cambodia, to a large extent, the Khmer Rouge have become China's monster,
reestablished and fortified by Beijing but completely independent of the PRC's
control.
China's Initial Stance of Neutrality
A brief review of the PRC's foreign policy with Cambodia from 1978-1991 and
its results is essential for understanding the complex political situation in Cambodia
today. Diplomatic relations between the Khmer Rouge government and Vietnam
were strained from the beginning. Technical talks between the two broke down as
early as April 1976 over the delineation of the boundary between the two countries.
This led to an escalation of Cambodian military attacks from January 1977 forward.
Not surprisingly, Vietnam rcinforccd its military positions along this frontier and
fortified itself for possible war. It is within the above mentioned context that China
found itself once again supporting a patron-client relationship with Cambodia.
However, during 1978 and beyond, this relationship evolved into a far reaching
Chinese foreign policy which was much more complex and important than any
previous one between the PRC and Cambodia had ever been.
China began 1978 by attempting to pursue a diplomatic balancing act between
the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and Cambodia. This is evident by the January 6,
1978 issue of Beijing Review, in which China ran two articles on CambodianVietnamese relations back to back; the first article explains the situation from a
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Cambodian viewpoint, the second from a Vietnamese one.
Having adopted such a position, the PRC despatched Deng Yingzhao, the
widov,' of Zhou Enlai, to Phnom Penh on January 18. On January 26, the official
Chinese News Agency Xinhua referred to Madame Deng as a "comrade-in-arms of
the Cambodian people."^ She met with Pol Pot and had "sincere talks filled with
revolutionary comradeship."-^ Comrade Deng concluded her visit at Siem Reap on
January 21 by stating "standing erect in the east, Cambodia will certainly overcome
every difficulty and become even more prosperous."'*

On January 19, Xinhua

reported thousands of Cambodia's people shouted "Long live the revolutionary
friendship and militant unity between Cambodia and China."""

Secretary Pol Pot

reiterated this by saying to Madame Deng, "You have brought us the fraternal
feelings and militant solidarity of the Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese
People."'" Their talks were reportedly "very cordial and friendly."^ It is evident from
these passages, as early as January 1978 that Cambodia, by repeating key phrases
such as "militant unity" or "solidarity" already placed more emphasis on military aid
from China, while the PRC stressed more ambiguous "revolutionary comradeship"
and Cambodia's ability to independently defeat its enemies. However, China was
acutely aware of Soviet anti-Chinese propaganda in relation to Cambodia.

On

January 19, the official New China News Agency (NCNA) ran the commentary "Why
Is the Soviet Union Spreading Lies and Slanders on the Incident of Armed Conflicts
in Cambodia?" It reported a Soviet broadcast on January 3 as saying, "It is obvious
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that the aggravation of the relations between the SRV and Cambodia is a result of
Beijing's provocations. IZVESTIYA and TASS have constantly spread rumors that
'many military advisors' have taken part in military operations in the Cambodian
side."" The Chinese government quickly denounced the allegations as lies by replying;
It is well known that the Soviet Union has long hoped to
establish its hegemony in Southeast Asia and that it has long tried to
place Southeast Asia into its "Asian collective security system. Now it
is playing an old trick in the conflict between Cambodia and Vietnam.
Obviously it is the one who is doing the agitation and is anxious to stir
up trouble there, yet it is vigorously spreading rumors to slander China.
This is exactly aimed at diverting people's attention and covering up its
strategic goal of establishing hegemony in Southeast Asia."'
This was to foreshadow a Sino-Soviet conflict that would become much more
serious in mid-to-late 1978, and finally drive China to full support of Cambodia.
However, at this time such a commentary in Chinese is especially relevant because
its intention was to exacerbate anti-Soviet feelings in China and play on domestic
concerns of Soviet hegemony and encirclement. Still, almost nothing is mentioned
about the growing Cambodian-Vietnamese conflict.
In late January Vietnam, faced with a renewed military impasse in Cambodia,
turned more towards political struggle aimed directly against the Pol Pot regime. It
began calling for a Cambodian overthrow of the Khmer Rouge leadership to be
replaced by a pro-Vietnamese one.'° This action for the first time put Vietnam
publicly behind an attempt to overthrow the Pol Pot regime and ended any chance
of a peaceful negotiation of the border problem. China did not immediately respond
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to the Vietnamese policies.

However three months later, with the explosion of

tension concerning ethnic Chinese in Vietnam, the full extent of Chinese anger was
revealed."
During February and March of 1978, Cambodian-Vietnamese relations further
deteriorated. On April 3, Vietnam broadcast the most explicit call for the overthrow
of the Communist Party of Cambodia to date.'^ Phnom Penh Radio responded with
Pol Pot personally reiterating Cambodia's official anti-Vietnamese party line. At this
time, the cscalating Cambodian-Vietnamese conflict began to push Sino-Vietnamese
relations to the breaking point. To further complicate the situation, by late spring
relations for ethnic Chinese (Hua Qiao) in Vietnam took a turn for the worst. In
southern Vietnam, a new government policy nationalized the commercial sector of
the economy in an effort to tide the power of Hua Qiao business capital. This was
exacerbated by a rumor in the north implying China's inability to protect her people
residing in Vietnam should China support Cambodia in a war with Vietnam.'-^ By
April 1978 the combination of these two events caused an exodus of boat people and
refugees - who attempted to flee into China.
On April 30, China publicly complained to Vietnam about the refugee
situation." On May 12, Beijing privately informed Vietnam that China was going to
begin a suspension of some of its economic aid projects in Vietnam on May 19, in
order to transfer funds to refugee relief activities.'^ On May 24, the PRC formally
accused Vietnam of "ostracizing, persecuting and expelling Chinese" and claimed the
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number of refugees already in China had reached 70,000'". Furthermore, on May 26,
1978 China announced its intention to send ships to Vietnam to "bring home the
persecuted Chinese residents."'^ In the June 6, 1978 Beijing Review, this topic was
approached for the first time in foreign language publications.

On May 24 a

spokesman of the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of the State Council of the PRC
gave an interview to correspondents of the Xinhua News Agency. He stated how
much the refugees had suffered physically in their journeys back to China. "Some
were beaten and wounded, "and "many old people and children suffered from hunger
and disease."'"

More importantly, he refuted Vietnam's claim that "some bad

elements among the Chinese spread rumors to ferment discord in the relations
between Vietnam and China."'"' He further explained, "A host of facts proves that
the massive expulsion of Chinese back to China is purposeful and planned line of
action carried out by the Vietnamese authorities on instruction."^"

Finally, the

polemics involved resulted in the PRC accusation that Vietnam was "adopting antiChina policies at the behest of the Soviet Union," while Hanoi responded by "directly
identiiying Beijing as Cambodia's patron."-'
China's Deterioniting Relations with Vietnam
Deteriorating Sino-Vietnamese relations brought China and Cambodia closer
together. This shift in Chinese diplomacy was gradual during the first part of 1978
but quickened from mid-April forward.

On April 17, a People's Daily editorial

celebrating Cambodia's National Day stated, "A deep militant friendship has been
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forged between the people of our two countries who have always sympathized with
and supported each other in their protracted revolutionary struggle."^^ Beginning in
the July 7, 1978 Beijing Review, China started documenting military clashes between
Cambodia and Vietnam with a clear pro-Cambodian bias.
Furthermore, in early June, Cambodian Deputy Prime Minister leng Sary
arrived in Beijing to gather more political support for Cambodia on his way home
from the United Nations. Once in China, leng Sary covered all political angles and
met with both Deng Xiaoping and Hua Guofcng. According to NCNA, "Comrade
Hua spoke highly of the heroic struggle waged by the Communist Party and the
people of Cambodia for national independence and national liberation."" The Beijing
Review used the terms "state independence and national liberation"^^ to put forward
the same idea.
Another major factor at this time, which influenced China's eventual political
shift to the side of Cambodia, was the PRC's growing perception of Vietnam as a
regional "anti-Chinese" tool of Soviet expansionism in Southeast Asia.

The first

mention of this comes from a Renmin Ribuo commentator in the June 23,1978 Beijing
Review. This article begins by discussing Vietnam's expulsion of ethnic Chinese and
claims that Moscow said, "Vietnam should persist 'no matter how many difficulties
are encountered today and tomorrow, no matter how tortuous the future road will
be,' and that 'the heroic Vietnam's long-tested loyal friends, first of all, the Soviet
Union, are giving great assistance.'"^' Furthermore, this article questioned Moscow's
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intentions in using Vietnam to "poison China's relations with Southeast Asian
countries on the issue of overseas Chinese."^" Finally, it asserted, "The Soviet Union's
inciting Vietnam to persecute Chinese nationals and oppose China evidently is a
major step in the Kremlin's intensified effort to penetrate into and expand its
influence in Southeast Asia."^^ This could only put China more fully in alliance with
Cambodia in the latter's conflict with what China now increasingly perceived as the
Soviet client state of Vietnam.

Again, this information publicly disseminated to

China's domestic audience, along with continuing coverage of Vietnam's abuse of
ethnic Chinese, further distanced the Chinese public from any possible pro-Vietnam,
pro-Soviet sentiment.
On June 29,1978 China's worst fears were confirmed when Vietnam joined the
Soviet dominated Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON).^** The
PRC saw Vietnam's entry into COMECON as an open declaration of Vietnam's
alliancc with the USSR.^'^

On July 12 China responded to this new Russio-

Vietnamese alliance with increased rhetorical support for Cambodia. In an article
appearing in Renmin Ribao, the Chinese publicly accused Vietnam of desiring to
annex Cambodia and make it part of an "Indochina Federation." The article further
declared China's "sympathy and support" for Phnom Penh against a Vietnamese war
of aggression."-^" Finally, on July 31, the PRC announced the end of all its remaining
economic aid projects with Vietnam.-^'
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When Vietnam joined COMECON, Pol Pot sent his Defense Minister Son
Sen in a military delegation to Beijing from July 19 to August 4 to request an increase
in military aid from China.^^ The results must have been deeply disappointing for the
government of Democratic Kampuchea. Since Pol Pot's September 1977 visit to
China the power struggle in Beijing had gone against the friends of the Khmer Rouge
regime?^

V/hile Son Sen, like leng Sary before him, met with Hua Guofcng,

Cambodia now had to deal mainly with Deng Xiaoping.
The Cambodian visit to China was not met with much fanfare. Its coverage
in the Chinese media was relatively low-key although he met with both Hua Guofeng
and Deng Xiaoping as well as a number of important Chinese military officers.-^"* In
the August 4 Beijing Review, the magazine afforded no more than two paragraphs to
Son Sen's visit and quoted Hua Guofcng as concomitantly stating, "Your struggle is
a just one and a just struggle is bound to win. We support you in your struggle."''
According to Xinhua, "The current visit [of Son Sen and his delegation] is of great
importance to the promotion of the friendship and unity of the peoples and armies
of China and Cambodia."'^" The Chinese rhetorical support for Cambodia's "just
struggle" and "friendship and unity e'if the peoples and armies of China and
Cambodia," conspicuously avoided any firm commitments of increased aid or
guarantee of Cambodia's defense. Son Sen's lukewarm reception in Beijing illustrated
that the Chinese were willing to help shore up the Communist Party of Cambodia by
associating Son Sen with China's leading officials but not by any new military moves
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which would escalate the Cambodian-Vietnamese contlict.^^
Chirm's Enhanced Relations with Cambodia
As can be expected, continued Sino-Cambodian relations soured any chance
of Sino-Vietnamese rapprochement. On August 25, Chinese frontier security forces
crossed into Vietnam and clashed with their Vietnamese counterparts who apparently
were scuffling with ethnic Chinese stuck on the Vietnamese side of the border.^**
Beijing Review carried its version of this event claiming Vietnam organized a raid on
an ethnic Chinese border camp in which "four Chinese were killed and scores of
others wounded on the spot."^'^ Afterwards, the PRC accused Vietnam of creating
an atmosphere of "war, terror and panic"^° along this frontier.
However, at this time the only current and sustained fighting was between
Cambodia and Vietnam, In early August Vietnam received a large-scale Soviet arms
lift, which continued until early September.'" From a Chinese perspective, these arms
shipments would be used cither to further attack Cambodia, or even worse, to launch
a direct large scale attack on southern China. Therefore, due to Soviet military
support Vietnam was becoming more of an actual threat to China itself.
On September 2, Nuon Chea, the Deputy Secretary of the Cambodian
Communist Party arrived in Beijing and met with several important Chinese leaders."*^
Chea's welcomc seems to have been more enthusiastic than that of Son Sen's a month
earlier.'*^

Perhaps this was due to the Soviet airlift into Vietnam and the

Vietnamese's escalation of military actions against Cambodia.

Chairman Hua
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Guofeng acknowledged that "relations between the parties and countries of China
and Cambodia were very good," and continued by stating "We will unite more closely,
learning from each other and supporting each other.""*'' Transcripts from a banquet
given for the Cambodians were printed in Mandarin included the excerpt "both hosts
and guests... frequently raised their glasses to toast the everlasting friendship between
China and Cambodia."'*"
This was the first meeting of officials which was covered publicly in Chinese
and Cambodian by FBIS. However, it is important to note that China still made no
promise to send troops to help defend Cambodia from Vietnamese attack.
In early October, the Cambodians reported new Vietnamese attacks. By midOctober Cambodia placed its armed forces on alert. This was followed by more
border skirmishes^''

Concurrently, Vietnamese propaganda asserted that popular

uprisings were occurring in several places in Cambodia, trying to create a pretext for
direct Vietnamese intervention.'*' The Chinese responded to this new SRV offensive
by stepping up its border patrols along Vietnam. This led to several small scale
incidents involving Chinese clashes with SRV frontier forces."*'* Furthermore, Beijing
intensified its anti-Soviet propaganda at this time. In the October 20, 1978 Beijing
Review, a Renmin Rihao commentator again stated, "The Soviet Union backs
Vietnam's armed aggression against Cambodia."'*'^ This article also attacked various
forms of Soviet "anti-China propaganda."^" Beijing's official relations with Vietnam
were quickly deteriorating.
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Thus, faced with an increasing threat from China, the Vietnamese decided to
further ally themselves with the Soviet Union.

On November 3, 1978, the SRV

signed a treaty of "friendship and cooperation" with the USSR.''

In an ever

increasingly complicated international situation, China now had to be prepared to
face Soviet military action if it attacked or threatened Vietnam in response to a
Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia.^" Strategically, China regarded this action as a
direct military alliance between Vietnam and the Soviet Union. On November 8, the
Beijing Domestic Service ran a commentary entitled "Vietnamese expansionists arc
doomed to Fail In Their New Plot of Aggression Against Cambodia," in which it
mentioned this treaty directly.

For the first time, it disclosed, "To support the

Vietnamese authorities's aggression against Cambodia, the Soviet Union is rushing
large quantities of weapons and munitions and a large number of [militaiyj personnel
to Vietnam."'^ Similar coverage appeared in the November 17, 1978 Beijing Review.
Domestically, such propaganda further mobilized the population for possible war with
Vietnam and internationally it reiterated China's continued rhetorical support for the
government of Cambodia in its struggle against an increasingly hostile and dangerous
Vietnam.
Following the Soviet-Vietnamese treat)/, the Chinese promptly sent a
delegation to Phnom Penh to reassure the Khmer Rouge leaders of Beijing's
continuing support.^'' This trip was significant because it was the first Chinese party
and government delegation with Wang Dongxing, Vicc-Chairman of the Central
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Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, as its head, and Yu Qiuli, member of
the Political Bureau of the CCP Central Committee and vice-premier of the State
Council, as its deputy head to visit Cambodia since 1975.^^ At this time Pol Pot went
on Phnom Penh Radio to praise the situation of China's socialist revolution and
construction since the smashing of the 'gang of four,'""' in an obvious ploy to appeal
more directly to pro-Deng forces within the CCP. Pol Pot also praised what he
described as Beijing's "unconditional support" for Cambodia's struggle against
Vietnam.'^ But reality was far less reassuring for the Cambodian Communist leaders.
Deng Xiaoping, now firmly in control of the CCP, had dispatched Wang Dongxing,
one of his political enemies whom he finally fired in February of 1980, to Phnom
Penh.^"

Meanwhile Deng himself toured the round of ASEAN (Association of

Southeast Asian Nations) capitals to counter Pham Van Dong's earlier tour."''^
Faced with an increasingly hostile China, Hanoi devised a strategy for
minimizing the possibility of a major Chinese counter attack to its impending invasion
of Cambodia. This included establishing a Cambodian national front organization
which could take credit for the overthrow of the Pol Pot regime and seize control of
Cambodia so quickly that Beijing would not have time to respond.''" On December
3, a new radio station began broadcasting in French to Cambodia from the Vietnam
border area, announcing the formation of the Kampuchean National United Front
for National Salvation (KNVFNS)."'

Following its formation, ICNVFNS would

provide a Cambodian cover for the eventual Vietnamese invasion into Cambodia.
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Not surprisingly, Phnom Penh Radio responded six days later branding KNVFNS as
nothing more than "a puppet organization [of Vietnam].'"'^
However at this time Beijing began to express an ASEAN concern for Hanoi's
activities in Cambodia. In a Renmin Ribao editorial which appeared both in FBIS
and Beijing Review Beijing asserted that "the Cambodian people are defending not
only their own independence and freedom, but also the peace and security of
Southeast Asia and Asia on a whole." The editorial then stated, "This is quite clear
to all the Southeast Asian nations and their people."''-^

Beijing continued and

expanded on this theme in 1979 and into the 1980s, as a means of generating support
for its eventual raid into Vietnam and as means of exerting regional pressure for
Vietnam to withdraw from Cambodia.
Therefore in a situation which must have greatly disappointed leaders of the
KR, while China by now voiced increased support for Cambodia domestically as well
as internationally, Beijing refused to send Chinese troops to intervene. Instead,
China's direct response to the impending Vietnamese invasion would have to be
tempered due to Vietnam's close relationship with the Soviet Union." However,
according to Nayan Chanda, Deng Xiaoping stated he would not rule out a "punitive
raid by China [into Vietnam] in the same way as it attacked Indian forces in 1962."''^
Thus, the only immediate Chinese consolation given to Cambodia was the statement
'The Cambodian people's struggle against Vietnamese aggression will be fierce,
protracted and arduous...'""*
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Vietnam and China's Dual Invasions
On December 25, the SRV's People's Army threw more than 100,000 troops
and its airforce into the Cambodian offensive. Within fifteen days, it had entered
Phnom Penh and was driving to capture the main Cambodian military base at
Kompong Chhnang, 80 kilometers northwest of Phnom Penh.'"' By January 23 when
Kompong Chhnang fell, the Vietnamese had virtually uncontested control of
Cambodia's major towns and roads.'"*
Meanwhile Deng Xiaoping, now firmly in the forefront of Chinese politics, and
other CCP leaders seemed to exhibit signs of disagreement over how much support
China should provide the Cambodian administration of Pol Pot in the aftermath of
the Vietnamese assault."'^

At this time, Deng Xiaoping did not go beyond bland

expression of support for the "Cambodian People" in their struggle against
Vietnamese aggression.™

However, other Chinese factions, notably that of Hua

Guofeng, were much more emphatic in associating themselves with strong support for
the Pol Pot regime. For example, in contrast to Deng, when Hua met with leng Sary
on January 13, he offered China's strongest statement in support of Cambodia in
several months by saying, "The Cambodian people's struggle is our struggle.

We

supported you in the past, we support you now and will continue to support you in
the future."^'
However, Deng and his faction now controlled the party Central Committee,
which enabled him to eclipse the power of the left wing leaders and promulgate a
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policy of building a broad coalition with ASEAN countries to curb the Vietnamese
thrust into Cambodia without direct Chinese military intervention. In fact, Deng and
his colleagues strongly argued against direct Chinese intervention:
Not only was it against China's principles [to interfere militarily
in Cambodia], but it was counter to China's goal of modernization. ' If
we send our soldiers to Cambodia,' Politburo member in charge of
international affairs, Geng Biao argued, 'what kind of impression shall
we create in the eyes of Southeast Asian countries and other countries
of the world? In addition to the failure in building up the united front
against hegemony by uniting with the Third World countries, we shall
become another hegemonic power.' He said that Moscow in fact
hoped China would send troops to Cambodia. The USSR would then
be able to mobilize world opinion against China and hinder its
modernization.^^

Yet Deng still planned to punish the Vietnamese with a small scale Chinese attack
into Vietnam which, due to its size and duration, was designed not to invite an
unfavorable international reaction.

Thus, such a punitive measure would not

interrupt China's Four Modernizations and in fact would deter Vietnam from
disturbing it in the future."
Furthermore, with formal diplomatic relations established between China and
the United States on January 16, 1979, Beijing was further insulated from Soviet
retaliation by its rapprochement with Washington. Therefore, when Deng Xiaoping
toured the USA at the end of January, he spoke publicly of the need for China to
teach Vietnam "some ncccssaiy lessons." Concurrently the PRC accelerated its antiVietnamese campaign.

As early as January 23, 1979, Beijing Review ran articles
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accusing Vietnam of further atrocities along the Chinese-Vietnamese border,
including "gunning down Chinese farmers, ambushing frontier guards 'nibbling at'
Chinese territory, laying mines and planting bamboo stakes inside Chinese territory."^'*
According to Beijing, Vietnam was doing such actions in order to 'purify' the
Vietnamese border areas in preparation for war with China/^ Thus, such actions
gave the PRC legitimation, internally as well as externally, to launch a military strike
against Vietnam.
During the Chinese invasion which began February 17, Beijing did not hesitate
to link its military action to the international Cambodian situation. According to
Beijing Review it was a combination of Vietnam's ambitions to set up an Indochinese
Federation, as well as her long series of anti-Chinese activities, that eventually led to
the confrontation between China and Vietnam.^*' Therefore the PRC's military action
was to counter the aggressive design of both "the big and little hegemonists [the
Soviet Union and Vietnam] in the region.^' It was perhaps no coincidence that the
all-out attack was launched on the same day when Pham Van Dong arrived in Phnom
Penh to sign the Cambodian-Vietnamese treaty that laid the legal basis for a Hanoidominated Indochina.™

On February 17, 1979, approximately 100,000 PLA troops

poured across the 1,300-kilometer border, backed by tanks and artillery. The attack
bogged down quickly and their numbers had to be bolstered to 200,000 before it was
resumed.''^ The immediate military objective of the Chinese was the capture of the
Capitols of Vietnam's six provinces bordering China, four of which had fallen to them
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by February 23. The decisive battle of the campaign took shape around the town of
Lang Son. The battle was still proceeding on March 5, when Beijing announced that
it was withdrawing its forces. However, it was not until March 16, that the Chinese
withdrawal from northern Vietnam was completed.'*"
As previously shown, China's invasion of Vietnam was in part the direct result
of Vietnam's prior invasion of Cambodia. However, Beijing's military action also had
immediate consequences for the Cambodian-Vietnamese War.

By giving the

retreating Cambodian forces a breathing spell and a boost in morale, the Chinese
invasion also had the effect of slowing down the Vietnamese offensive in Cambodia,
if only temporarily. Although PLA troops were soon withdrawn back to Chinese
territory, their continuing presence along the Vietnamese border was sufficient to
constitute a looming shadow and a real threat to Vietnam.

This tied down a

considerable proportion of Vietnamese troops that would otherwise be made
available in Cambodia.'*'
China's InternationuHzalion of the Cambodian Situation
After the SRV invasion of Cambodia, the establishment of the People's
Republic of Cambodia (PRC) by pro-Vietnamese factions, and the completion of
large scale Chinese incursions into Vietnam, the regional situation became far less
dynamic by the end of March 1979. Vietnam ironically became bogged down in rural
Cambodia and found itself on the receiving end of a protracted war against Khmer
Rouge guerrilla resistance. The Chinese military "lesson" of February 1979 in no way
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lessened the Vietnamese resolve to stay in Cambodia. Again, according to Chanda,
Beijing was certain that a combination of "military pressures (both on its own border
and in Cambodia), diplomatic isolation, and economic sanctions by the international
community would force Hanoi to seek peace.'"*^ China's objective was to militarily
restore its Khmer Rouge allies to power in Phnom Penh, even though this meant
fighting Vietnam only by proxy. Furthermore, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in
December 1979 gave the PRC further reason to adopt a strong anti-Soviet stance.
Therefore, Chanda reasons, "China could claim to be the champion of independence
and sovereignty for two small countries and a front-ranking fighter against Soviet
hegemony and Vietnamese expansionism."^
However, on the level of Chinese national interest, one of the most important
reasons Beijing left the conflict in Cambodia unresolved, according to Brother Enemy
was its fear that a quick military settlement could only be favorable to Hanoi:
If a pro-Vietnamese regime were legitimized in Cambodia and an
Indochina block were consolidated under Hanoi, a severe blow would
be dealt to China's regional power. Resolution of the Cambodian
conflict and restoration of amity between Hanoi and ASEAN would
also end the uneasy coalition between China and ASEAN. In the face
of entrenched Vietnamese power in Indochina, Thailand might bend
with the wind and become less cooperative. Other ASEAN countries,
such as Indonesia, and Malaysia, which viewed their own Chinese
population with suspicion and feared Beijing's expansionism, woiild
likely pay even less regard to China. On the other hand, a long, drawnout conflict in Cambodia that pitted Vietnam and the Soviet Union
against the rest of the world would drain Soviet resources and bleed
Vietnam white. While China publicly demanded Vietnam withdrawal
from Cambodia, in a rare moment of Candor, Deng Xiaoping
admonished Japanese Prime Minister Masayashi Ohira for Japan's and
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other Western countries eagerness for a quicic Vietnamese withdrawal.
^It is wise for China,' Deng told an astonished Ohira, "to force the
Vietnamese to stay in Cambodia because that way they will suffer more
and more and will not be able to extend their hand to Thailand,
Malaysia and Singapore.'**^
Therefore, in 1979 Chinese tactics in support of Cambodia were altered significantly.
By mid 1979, the evolution of Chinese policy towards the Cambodian problem could
best be described as supporting the ASEAN political internationalization of the
Vietnamese invasion. This took the guise of opposing the Vietnamese occupation at
the United Nations level which in turn led to a political shift towards a more
internationally credible and accepted Khmer Rouge regime. By the spring of 1979,
China began exerting her influence behind the growing international opposition to
the Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia, and began to play a major role in elevating
and sustaining such political pressure on Vietnam. Furthermore, Beijing attempted
to win valuable international moral and political support for the Khmer Rouge,
thereby forestalling any attempt made by Hanoi and its allies in the Heng Samrin
regime to legitimize the Vietnamese conquest and their installation of the new
People's Democratic Cambodian regime. In order to attain these objectives, China
pursued an essentially "legalistic"""' approach towards the Cambodian issue and
capitalized on its international implications.

Thus, according to Beijing Review,

beginning with the emergency UN Security Council meeting in March 1979, Beijing
repeatedly stressed that the Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia was an act of
"naked aggression" across international boundaries and a "colonial war in which the
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strong bully the weak with aim at subjecting a small independent nation.'"^''
Therefore, Vietnam had "trampled underfoot the U.N. charter and fundamental
principles of international law" and must not be condoned.'" For this reason, the UN
also had "an unshirkable responsibility" to take effective measures to resolve the
Cambodian issue.*"* Moreover, since the Heng Samirin regime in Cambodia was no
more than a "puppet" created "at bayonet point" by the Vietnamese Army, it should
be denied the right of representation at all international bodies.'*'
Beijing reminded the international community repeatedly that recognition of
a government did not necessarily mean approval of its policies and that continuing
recognition of the Pol Pot regime was "a matter of principle," as such recognition
upheld the sovereignty and independence of a member of the United Nations."'^" The
KR government, now formally in exile, also adopted an international posture. This
became evident when the newly rehabilitated Prince Norodom Sihanouk for a short
time in January 1979 became the senior representative of the Government of
Democratic Cambodia.

Sihanouk stopped briefly in Beijing before leaving for

Geneva whereupon he was to attend a U.N. Security Council meeting to bring formal
charges against Vietnam for its invasion of Cambodia.'^'
By mid-September, the Government of Democratic Cambodia for the first
time established a permanent mission in Gcneva.'^^

In December it issued a

statement calling on "the United States and government, political organizations, mass
organizations and noted personnel of various countries who love peace and uphold
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justice, to pay close attention to the situation in Cambodia and to take effective
measures to compel Vietnam to pull out its aggressor troops from Cambodia under
the supervision and control of U.N. Forces."'^^
This policy was the best strategy both Beijing and Cambodia could adopt in
order to ensure maximum gains in view of the bad name the notorious Pol Pot
regime had established for itself during the years 1975-1978 by its genocidal campaigns
of forced rural collectivization. Only by adhering to strictly legalistic principles could
China expect to generate credible international sympathy for the ousted Khmer
Rouge government and concurrently justify its own increased moral support of it."'*
Beijing was well aware of the notoriety of the Klimer Rouge, hence even
before the fall of Phnom Penh, China tried to encourage the Khmer Rouge to
broaden its base of political support.'^' Thus, as early as October 1978, the PRC
lauded the rcemergence of Sihanouk at a banquet given in his honor by Khieu
Samphan on September 28.'"' In this effort, primarily after January 1, 1979, Prince
Sihanouk proved invaluable.

With Sihanouk, both China and the Khmer Rouge

found an international figurehead who could claim past Cambodian historical
legitimacy while distancing himself from the brutality of the Khmer Rouge regime.
Domestically, the Prince's popular appeal would further mobilize the Cambodian
people's resolve against their Vietnamese invaders.
Beijing capitalized on Sihanouk's popular appeal almost immediately.

By

January 7,1979, Xinhua reverted to addressing Sihanouk as "Prince Sihanouk" instead
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of his Democratic Cambodian title of "Minister Sihanouk.."®' More domestically, at
a parade in Beijing celebrating Democratic Cambodia's National Day, the Chinese
leadership showed just how much importance it attached to Sihanouk by seating him
between China's two most important leaders, Hua Guofeng and Deng Xiaoping."^
Moreover, Prince Sihanouk adequately summarized the Chinese stance on Cambodia
on January 8 when he answered a question about the "general massacres reported in
Cambodia" by replying that people should "think about liberating Cambodia before
thinking about the question of human rights."®''
However politically, Sihanouk's alliance with the Khmer Rouge regime could
be regarded as unstable at best; it deteriorated steadily in 1979. Therefore China
continued to advocate a broadening of Khmer Rouge political support.'"" This was
considered essential not only to improve the international image of the Khmer
Rouge, thereby augmenting its legitimacy but also in ensuring the viability of the
entire resistance movement. Therefore as early as February 1979, China called for
a broad united front and described it as "a magic weapon for victory" in a nationalist
struggle against foreign aggression.""
The Internationalization of the Khmer Rouge
In early September, on the eve of the United Nations' General Assembly
debate on Cambodia, the Khmer Rouge finally took the initiative of making public
a new political program drafted for the specific purpose of "uniting in a large national
front all the patriotic and democratic forces at home and abroad," in order to fight
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the Vietnamese.'"^ This program, entitled the Patriotic and Democratic Front of
Great National Union of Cambodia, was to replace the 1976 socialist constitution as
the "provisional basic decree" and thereby pave the way for cooperation between all
anti-Vietnamese forces.'"^
The formal adoption of the program, most likely at China's request, in
December led to a reshuffle of the Khmer Rouge government, with Khieu Samphan
replacing the now infamous Pol Pot as Prime Minister.'"''

This maneuver was

intended to help further legitimize the upper echelon of the Khmer Rouge which had
been placed on trial, in absentia, during August, by the "People's Revolutionary
Tribunal" of the Heng Samrin regime. Both Pol Pot and leng Sary were sentenced
to death, their alleged crime - "genocide."'"' Therefore it must have been a relief to
the Chinese to have Pol Pot and leng Sary removed officially from the direct public
eye. In summing up this feeling, the Ambassador of Democratic Cambodia to China,
Pech Cheang, was quoted as saying, "The reorganization would be instrumental in
developing friendly relations with other countries irrespective of ideology and political
tendencies and winning their sympathy and support."'"" A Renmin Ribao editorial on
December 29 further expressed the Chinese People's "firm support for the
Government of Democratic Cambodia headed by Khieu Samphan."
However, this government reorganization was more than just a public relations
coup; it signaled an important political shift in the line of Khmer Rouge leaders.'"'*
Pol Pot, now the commandcr-in-chicf of the National Army of Democratic
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Cambodia,'"'^ was quoted in Renmin Ribao as saying, "Our primary task is not to
develop socialist revolution and socialist construction, but to safeguard the nation, the
people and the Cambodian race.""

Such a drastic change in policy could only

facilitate China's role as the international supporter of Democratic Cambodia while
at the same time distancing the PRC ideologically from the past political excessives
of the Khmer Rouge.
In addition, after highlighting the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia at the
international level, China once again attempted to exploit the consequences of such
an action on a regional basis. This was accomplished by further voicing neighborly
"concern" for the ASEAN countries while it also served China's purpose of politically
discouraging Soviet expansion and more specifically, indirect Soviet encirclement of
China in Southeast Asia. These fears and concerns were voiced internally as well as
externally.

Furthermore, such Chinese actions aided Cambodia by keeping the

Vietnamese invasion a constant regional issue of great importance.

For China

domestically, such an unconstrained and expansionist Vietnam would pose even more
of a military threat to south China. In addition, with Vietnam receiving large scale
Soviet aid such a threat became a strong possibility.
On January 8,1979, the Beijing Domestic Service issued a commentary entitled
"The Face of Vietnamese Regional Hegemonism is Exposed." In this commentary
Beijing again asserted, "The Vietnamese authorities' blatant aggression against
Cambodia and their attempt to annex Cambodia arc a component of Soviet social-
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imperialism's global strategy for hegemony and serve both Soviet strategic objectives
and the Vietnamese authorities v^ild ambition to dominate Southeast Asia."'" Thus
Vietnam's invasion of Cambodia was immediately tied to Soviet Vietnamese
"hegemony" which constituted a direct threat to the countries of Southeast Asia. On
March 21, Xinhua noted the most fundamental cause for conflict in Southeast Asia
is that "Hanoi is bent on establishing a 'Grand Indochina Federation' and carrying out
a policy of regional hegemonism.""^ Naturally, any foreign threat to ASEAN would
also constitute a serious threat to China and Chinese interests in Southeast Asia as
well.
These ominous Chinese warnings to ASEAN were given more credibility with
the mid-May Vietnamese limited military incursion into Thailand from Cambodia.
While Vietnam withdrew from Thailand immediately, it gave Beijing the opportunity
to announce, "China will stand on the side of the ASEAN countries if Vietnam
attacks them. It will stand on the side of Thailand if Vietnam attacks it.""^
China was quick to exploit tensions between Vietnam and Thailand because
Beijing realized a strong anti-Vietnamese ASEAN could provide both a larger based
opposition to the Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia and also provide a block to
further Soviet-Vietnamese expansion in that area.

China, by voicing concern for

Southeast Asia over the Cambodian invasion, was in effcct, simply reiterating its basic
political position within a broader regional context.
Finally, in late 1979 a de facto alliance between Beijing and Bangkok opened
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a "Deng Xiaoping Trail""^ through Thailand and made the latter the linchpin in
China's evolving Cambodian strategy:
Under secret arrangements, Chinese ships delivered arms and
ammunition to Sattahip and Klong Yai ports, from which the Thai
army transported the material to Khmer Rouge camps (and after to
non-Communist resistance groups) along the Thai-Cambodian border.
The Chinese embassy in Bangkok, working with Sino-Thai businessmen
and the Thai army, has been responsible for supplying food, medicine,
and other civilian supplies to the Khmer Rouge."^
This aid succeeded in rejuvenating Pol Pot's forces that by the fall had been reduced
to starving, malaria-ridden, ragtag bands on the brink of total military defeat.
According to Nayan Chanda,
At the time of the Vietnamese invasion, the dozen Khmer
Rouge division that survived were scattered and in disarray, out of
touch with one another and even with their own commanders. While
international relief aid revived the Khmer Rouge, Chinese supplies
reequipped them to full strength. By the end of 1980 the Khmer
Rouge fighting force was estimated to have grown from 20,000 to
40,000.""
In sum, the years 1978 and 1979 had a profound impact on contemporary SinoCambodian relations.

During the 1980's China continued to champion the

Cambodian cause both internationally through the U.N. and regionally through
ASEAN. Furthermore by helping to deny Vietnam complete control of Cambodia,
Beijing seriously limited the Soviet attempt at Chinese encirclement and regional
hegemony in Southeast Asia. Finally, the Khmer Rouge itself would have become
completely annihilated if not for Chinese assistance. However, the KR stance of
national reunification over ideology, enabled it to widen its base of anti-Vietnamese
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support in the 1980's and form the most effective resistance force to counter
continued Vietnamese occupation in Cambodia.
Chinese Cambodian Foreign Policy, the I980's
As previously stated, China's actions during the past thirteen years generated
severe consequences for Cambodia. Specifically, Beijing's policy of simultaneously
supporting both Prince Sihanouk and the Khmer Rouge significantly prolonged the
power struggle in Cambodia and more importantly, established the KR as a powerful
faction in Cambodia's future.

On June 22, 1982, the Coalition Government of

Democratic Kampuchea (CDGK) was formed to unify Cambodia's three guerilla
factions in opposing Vietnam rather than each other.'" Sihanouk was president,
Khieu Samphan was Vice-President and Son Sann of the Khmer People's Liberation
Front (KPLF), was Prime Minister.'"* Sihanouk's heading of the CGDK legitimized
Beijing's continued military support of the Khmer Rouge and kept regional and
global condemnation directed towards Hanoi. It also provided Sihanouk lacked the
military power to unite Cambodia alone.
In May 1987, Sihanouk stepped down as head of the CDGK,"'^ citing Khmer
Rouge attacks on his troops, and pursued his own peace initiative by meeting with
the Hanoi backed leader Hun Sen in December. Sihanouk's resignation was the first
of many such attempts to get Beijing to support his efforts in the negotiation process
and to weaken China's support to the Khmer Rouge. Beijing realized that without
Sihanouk there was little hope for resettlement.

The Chinese then moved to
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consolidate KR and KPNLF support for Sihanouk and, under Chinese pressure, the
Princc returned to lead the rebel coalition.'^"
On May 26, 1988, Vietnam announced it would pull 50,000 troops out of
Cambodia by the year's end.'^' Furthermore, Hanoi signaled that it would be willing
to take part in a new set of meetings proposed by the Indonesian Foreign Minister.
As the July Jakarta Informal Meeting (JIM) approached, fears that a future
settlement in Cambodia would include a renewed political role for the increasingly
strong KJimer Rouge first became a national and international concern.

China

diluted these fears by suggesting that Prince Sihanouk should lead the quadripartite
coalition government and that all Cambodian factions should be subject to the will
of the Cambodian people as indicated through a general election monitored by an
international supervisory group.
In the following months, Sihanouk again resigned as head of CGDK, citing
renewed Khmer Rouge attacks on his forces. He complained to Western reporters
that "only China and Thailand have the power to prevent the KR from returning to
power by stopping the arms shipments.'"-^ In an attempt to rob the KR of any further
legitimacy, Sihanouk also announced his intention to quit the CGDK's United
Nations seat because of the dominant role of the Khmer Rouge in the coalition.'^"*
Forced to legitimize themselves, the Khmer Rouge pledged to reduce the size of their
army to the same level as those of other factions following a political settlement.'^"'
Beijing downplayed the Khmer Rouge threat by stating if any single Cambodian
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faction was allowed to exercise power by itself or be excluded from government, "it
would be detrimental to achieving peace in Cambodia.'"^''
In October 1988, Beijing severed military aid to Sihanouk's forces as a result
of his diplomatic offensive which was critical of Beijing and the Khmer Rouge.
However, the PRC also pushed Khieu Samphan into accepting an international
peacekeeping force as part of a Cambodian settlement - a point long rejected by the
Khmer Rouge/^'* But, peacc talks in France broke down in November because a now
well armed KR continued its efforts on the battlefield and chose to remove itself
from the diplomatic process, believing as long as it abstained from talks the faction
would suffer no political defeats in future settlements.
Taking the diplomatic offensive, Sihanouk released a five-point proposal for
solving the Cambodian problem. This included; (1) a timetable for the removal of
Vietnamese troops from Cambodia; (2) simultaneous dissolution of the CGDK and
Phnom Penh regime; (3) general elections supervised by an international team; (4)
formation of a four-part provisional government and army; and (5) the presence of
an international peacekeeping force in Canibodia.'^'^ In order lo break this stalemate,
both Phnom Penh and the KPNLF took a noticeably softer line against the Khmer
Rouge, which resulted in a pledge by the KR to accept Sihanouk's peace plan.
In spring I98Q the COOK met together for the first time in eighteen
months to outline the strategy for the second JIM. It called for a 2,000-person U.N.
supervisory force to monitor the Vietnamese withdrawal and to keep the Khmer
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Rouge from taking power. It also agreed to freeze its military forces at a ceiling of
10,000 soldiers within two months of the withdrawal.'^" The Chinese agreed to this
plan and praised Sihanouk for his "efforts and leadership capabilities." However,
Sihanouk was deeply suspicious of the KR and its overwhelming military power
compared to the strength of the other two factions of the CGDK.'-^'
At a mid-March meeting in Beijing, the CGDK factions in an attempt to
demonstrate more unity towards Phnom Penh announced Sihanouk had been put in
charge of all military forces.''^^

However, the Vietnamese and the Phnom Penh

regime knew that only the Khmer Rouge leaders made decisions for KR armies.
Sihanouk once again found himself undercut in his political attempts to reach a
settlement by the battlefield capabilities of the Khmer Rouge.

This was

demonstrated when the Khmer Rouge rejected the cease-fire proposals by Sihanouk,
citing the continued Vietnamese presence in Cambodia and the illegitimate Phnom
Penh government.
By September 1989, large numbers of Vietnamese troops had left Cambodia.
China, however, did not end its military support for the Khmer Rouge, claiming
Vietnam's withdrawal was only partial.'" As a result, the vacuum left by Vietnam was
rapidly being filled by CGDK forces, particularly those of the KR. After the January
1990 failed international meeting in Paris, Sihanouk focused his efforts on working
out an agreement with Hun Sen.
National Council (SNC).'^"*

They eventually agreed to form a Supreme

This failed because of the Khmer Rouge refusal to
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participate, due to the council being divided between Phnom Penh and the CGDK,
thus giving the KR significantly less representation than its Vietnamcsc-backed
enemies. The Khmer Rouge apparently did not want to forward CGDK interests as
much as it did their own. The Chinese did not intervene in this process and stood
by both the Khmer Rouge and Sihanouk despite the obvious contradiction this
created in official policy. By May, hopes for a ceasefire were fading.
By mid-July 1990, the PRC-backed Khmer Rouge was advancing closer to
Phnom Penh, raising fear that the KR might soon return to power

In a surprise

move, the United States dropped recognition of the CGDK's U.N. seat'^" and agreed
to talk to Vietnam about the Cambodia stalemate. Washington's shift was perhaps
in quiet acknowledgement that recognition of the CGDK was tacit support for the
increasingly powerful Khmer Rouge.

Beijing immediately voiced regrets over

Washington's decision and reiterated its policy of "continuing to support Cambodia's
just struggle.This removed the immediate hope that China would also reconsider
its support of the KR.
In late August, the CGDK met in Beijing and approved documents worked
out by the U.S. Security Council.

This agreement provided for an interim

administration combining elements from the U.N.and all four Cambodian factions to
rule Cambodia until U.N. supervised elections could be held. Furthermore, factional
armies would be disarmed and kept apart by U.N. troops.'^" On September 10, the
four factions met in Jakarta and selected the Supreme National Council.'^'^ The 12
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member council then met in Bangkok but broke up when the factions failed to agree
on several important details. In November, the Security Council agreed on the final
draft of the peace settlement. The plan called for the use of thousands of United
Nations administrators and peacekeepers during the transition period to elections.'''"
An International Breakthrough, At Last
1991 was an important year for international assistance in the Cambodian
resolution. But 1991 also brought major problems. The new Soviet Ambassador to
Phnom Penh, Yuri M'uikotnykh, affirmed conlinued strong Soviet support for Phnom
Penh's Kampuchean People's Revolutionary Party (KPRP) stating "Moscow will
continue to supply arms to Phnom Penh for as long as there is no agreement among
all the external backers on ending military aid to Cambodia."'"

His comments

coincided with Soviet reports that "Chinese arms are still making their way to Khmer
Rouge guerrillas in Cambodia."The KR also stepped up attacks on KPRP forces
in Battambang province.'"'^

A temporary U.N.-promoted cease-fire among the

factions began May 1, but Phnom Penh and the rebels immediately accused each
other of violations.

However, Phnom Penh's military success against the Khmer

Rouge before the truce began prompted renewed speculation that Vietnamese troops
were still involved in the fighting. Foreign relief workers were quoted as saying they
began to sec what they believed to have been Vietnamese mercenaries in KPRP
military uniforms around the town of Battambang in mid February.''''' In Pattaya,
Thailand on June 23-26, Sihanouk again took the initiative. Under his guidance, the
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four warring factions finally agreed to a moratorium on foreign military assistance.
In addition, the SNC was to be based in Phnom Penh, with Sihanouk presiding.
Finally, the SNC and KPRP were to remain in place until elections could be held in
1992 or 1993.'"*^ After another disappointing meeting in Jakarta, Sihanouk, working
closely with Hun Sen, succeeded in persuading all CGDK factions to agree to Phnom
Penh's unconditional ceasefire.''"' Sihanouk, however, rejected the KPRP notion that
the SNC should only be a formal and ceremonial body with its activities restricted to
the diplomatic arena.'"*'
Sihanouk hoped to shift the continuing civil conflict away from the battlefield
and into the ministerial ante-chambers of Phnom Penh, counting on increasingly
forceful diplomatic pressure from China on the Khmer Rouge to reach a
compromise. Beijing, hoping to regain increased credibility after its brutal armed
suppression of the Tiananmen Democracy Movement two years prior, finally
recognized

that

the international

hostility

towards the

KR was politically

insurmountable. Thus, China gave Sihanouk and the Khmer Rouge a firm deadline
for arranging a settlement. Following this ultimatum, on August 27 each faction
agreed to demobilize 70 percent of its military forces. The remainder of these forces
would be regrouped into specific "containment areas" under U.N. supervision.
Finally, 70 percent of each faction's arms, ammunition, and military equipment would
be "confiscated" by a U.N. peace-kecping force, which would also supervise the
storage of the remaining weaponry.'""*
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Further talks hit an impasse when Phnom Penh introduced amendments to the
U.N. proposal, effectively barring the KJimer Rouge from eventual elections.
However, by this time the U.N. Security Council realized that the KR, Cambodia's
most powerful faction, must be included in the elections if a settlement were to
succeed. Eventually, the factions clcared the last major hurdle to the peace plan by
agreeing to a compromise system for elections.

This plan entailed a system of

proportional representation allocating each faction seats in a new Cambodian
Parliament based on shares of the popular vote received in eventual elections.'''^
On October 23 in Paris, the long sought after Cambodian Peace Treaty was
finally signed by representatives from 19 nations and the four Cambodian factions.
U.S. officials estimated that this plan, the largest and most expensive in U.N. history,
would cost roughly $1 billion, but U.N. and other sources said it would be at least
twice that amount.'"''^'
Many people were concerned with the Khmer Rouge partnership in this new
coalition government. The KR easily remained the strongest of the three Cambodian
rebel factions, with an estimated 30,000 plus armed followers.'"''' After the treaty, it
had two representatives on the SNC able to participate in future elections.""
According to Foreign Minister Roland Dumas of France, "an accord without them
[the Khmer Rouge] would have meant a rapid resumption of fighting, we thought it
more intelligent to bring them to effective disarmament." Similarly another European
diplomat reiterated, "No matter how distasteful it is to do business with the Khmer
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Rouge, you cannot ignore the fact tiiat there are [roughtly] 40,000 well-armed Khmer
Rouge troops in Cambodia and Thailand." Another diplomat added, "even if you
managed to cut off the Khmer Rouge arms supply entirely, their guns would not rust
overnight. They had to be part of the peace negotiations."'""^
In sum, the military and political rcemergcnce of the Khmer Rouge presented
a serious threat to post-1991 Cambodia. Furthermore, military support for Sihanouk
and Son Sann's KPNCF could have been more forthcoming from the international
community. Unfortunately, its renewed strength resulted in the KR having to be
included in the 1991 peace treaty with the optomistic hope that it could be eventually
contained politically in future elections. To a lesser extent, Chinese support for
Sihanouk and the Khmer Rouge (and the KPNLF) before U.N. intervention created
factionalism within the CGDK. Thus even after the signing of the peace treaty and
deployment of U.N. Peacekeeping Troops, the prospects of resumed full-scale civil
war are great considering the huge cache of weapons held by the Khmer Rouge,
compounded by the lack of political unity needed to secure a complete cease-fire.
Summary, 1991 and Beyond
By October 1991, China had achieved its main foreign policy objectives in
Southeast Asia.

Most importantly, Vietnam had withdrawn its forces from

Cambodian soil.

In addition, Hanoi was no longer receiving military or financial

assistance from the Soviet Union, thus greatly reducing the Soviet influence on
China's southern periphery. Therefore, China and Cambodia's mutual "identity of
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national interest" had been achieved by combined efforts in thwarting Vietnam's
domination of the Indochinese peninsula.
However, as mentioned these achievements have been done at the expense of
reestablishing the Khmer Rouge in contemporary Cambodian politics. China ended
its official support for the KR in 1991 and has successfully withdrawn from the
Cambodian situation.

Unfortunately, the KR have becomc something of China's

monster, nurtured by Beijing to fight the Vietnamese but free to pursue its own
policy objectives. Yet the Khmer Rouge has never been China's puppet, with KR
battlefield behavior being completely independent of Beijing.

Furthermore, even

during the 1980s China allowed the Khmer Rouge free political reign in Cambodia
and insisted it be included in the U.N. sponsored peacc settlement. Finally, after 12
years of Cambodian Civil War, Beijing's attitude towards the Khmer Rouge remains
as accommodating as ever. While employing the KR for its military and political
ends, China has never publicly condemned the Khmer Rouge for any of its past or
present policies and has totally left the KR alone to pursue its own initiatives in post
1991 Cambodia.
In conclusion, even with U.N. involvement, the prospects for peace in
Cambodia seem rather remote. Still the Chinese have in part what they sought.
They have a major Vietnamese pull-out and an almost certain decline in Vietnamese
influence in Cambodian politics.

In December 1991, Hun Sen, long considered a

puppet of Hanoi, renounced communism and alienated Vietnam. Tragically, the
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main obstacle to continued peace in Cambodia is the Khmer Rouge's refusal to honor
the terms of the U.N. peace treaty. Tragically, even Beijing, long considered the only
force capable of influencing Khmer Rouge policy, finds itself powerless in dealing
with the Khmer Rouge. Therefore, continued military conflict seems likely, given the
failure to reach a true cease-fire compromise through U.N. sponsored peacekeeping
forces.
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